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manner, restrictions can have significant effects by their sheer presence.
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Section 3

3.1 Content Protection
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the line BED.

3.2 Content Protection and the Profit Function.

Let n(w,w*) and n*(w,w*) be the profit functions of the domestic and

9

Consider the effect of a content protection scheme which requires that

the ratio of physical inputs, used in producing a unit of output

—6be at least as great as u. Physical content protection schemes

might be possible to implement for goods like yarn where different fibers

are combined to produce yarn. We use Diagram 1 to illustrate our arguments.

In it, F(z,z*) = I traces out the efficient combinations of z and z*

needed to make a unit of final output. The combinations of inputs which

both make a unit of output and give > & is given by the shaded

area in Diagram I. If w exceeds (4 in Diagram 1, the content

protection scheme can be seen to be binding, and alw), a'(w) are the

unit input coefficients. If w is less than (4, it is not binding,'

and unit input choices are the unconstrained ones. The ratio (w) in
a*

the absence of any protection is depicted in Diagram 3 by a downward sloping

curve such as BB' for obvious r constraint makes thiseasons. The

We will define the profit function in the presence of a scheme as a

composite of the unconstrained profit function, n(w, w') and the profit

function on the assumption the constraint is binding, ii 1w, w*). On the

assumption the constraint is binding, minimized unit costs of production are

given by clw,w*) wa(w) + w*a*(w). c(w,w*) exceeds cw,w*), except when

w = w, the point at which the constraint just bites, where it is equal to c(w,w*).

Let n(w,w*) and n*(w,w*) denote the profit functions for the home and

foreign firms respectively on the assumption that the scheme is binding so that:

(7) n(w,w*) = (w—r)a(w)D(aU4)w + a*(w)w*) and

(8) rv*lw,w*) = (w*—r*)a*(w)D(a(w)w + a*Cw)w*).

A A



foreign firm when the content protection scheme is imposed. The scheme is binding if
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3.3 Content Protection and Best Responses

Under a content protection scheme 11 is either ii or n and the switch

between them is made along = (.3 where they are equal to one another.

This switching between profit functions makes characterization of the best

response functions slightly tricky. First we will derive the best response

associated with n(w,w*}, which we denote by B(w*). Define B(w*) as the

best response function associated with n(w,wt). B(w*) is, as before, the

best response function associated with n(w,w*). B*(w), B*(w) and B*(w)

are defined analogously. B,B* and B,B* are depicted in Diagram 5)0

As n(w,w*) is made up of segments of 11 and n, and 11 switches from n

to n at (.3 = w, B must be either B or B or lie along the kink at w W.

However, for B to lie along the kink, n must be upward sloping and 11 must

be downward sloping at the kink. This possibility has been ruled out.

Therefore, B(w*) is either 8(w*) or B(w*). Moreover, Lemma I which follows

characterizes the conditions when it is one or the other.

Lemma 1 Take a given value of w* and let ii , n be evaluated at w = Un.
w w

If it (w,w*) > it (w,w*) > 0,
w w —

then B(w*) BCw*).

If it (w,w*} > 0 > it (w,w*},
14 14

then (w,w*) = B(w*) if n(B(w*) ,w*) < n(B(w*) ,w*)

= B(w*) if nB(w*),w*) > n(B(w*),w*)

= EB(w*),B(w*}) if ;(B(w*),w*) n(B(w*),w*).

If 0 > ii (w,w*) ) it (w,w*),—
14 14

A
then B(w*} = B(w*).

Proof

Lemma 1 is obvious once it is drawn as in Diagram 4 . fl
Lemma 1 completely characterizes the best response function,

One possible shape of B(w*) is depicted in Diagram 5.

12
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3.4 Eouilibrium with Content Protection
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When Y < 1, the M" effect on the domestic producer causes him to lower

his price. As the restriction gives the foreign producer an incentive to

lower his price in response to a lower domestic price, foreign price falls.

If the goods are complements this raises domestic profits. Since the M.

effects always raises profits, both M" and JO effects work in the same

direction, and domestic profits rise. If the goods are substitutes, the "I"

effect of lowering foreign prices arid hence domestic profits, works against

the 'M effect and in fact outweighs it so domestic profits fall. The

effect on foreign profits is again less clear.

We suinnarize the main results in this section as Theorem 2.

Theorem 2

The effect of a value added content protection scheme, set at the free

trade level, depends on whether the elasticity of substitution, i, is more

or less than one, as well as whether the products are substitutes or

complements. If O > I foreign prices rise,and if the products are

substitutes, domestic profits rise, while if they are complements, domestic

profits fall. If iT < 1, foreign prices fall, and if the products are

substitutes, domestic profits fall, but they rise if the products are

complements. As before, average domestic prices, foreign profits, and

domestic input use could rise or fail.
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cost of production, which equals p, the price of the final good.

Of course,

T(q, c(w, w*) = cf(q/c) + qb(q/c).

Thus:

n(w, w*) = (w—r) a(w)f(q/c) D(T(q,c)) and

r*(w, w*) = (w*_r*)a*(W)f(q/c)D(T(q,c))

Labor is completely supplied with elasticity X. Hence,

=

where JAIl'5 denotes rates of change.
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FOOTNOTES

1. However, it is conceivable that new equilibria could be created.

is because
increase in
increase in

other input
in cost rai
reduces bot

good , and
whether mt
substitutes
proof.

the demand for intermediate
one inputs prices causes
demand for the other input
as the cost of production

ses the price of the final
h input demands. Thus1 the
f substitution in product
ermediate good demands are

Best response functions
where 0 and e are constants,

shows that they have t
ww*
equilibrium. This therefore
functions, as long as second
as possible "a priori" — nam

not possible in the CESICED
case the elasticity of z wit
interior maximum to profits

3. See Johnson (1963).

could be upward or downward sloping. In
an examination of the second derivatives

he same sign as (7—E:) (7—1) about the Nash
gives the sign of the slope of the best response
order conditions hold. However, a case thought of

ely ii > 0, and TI < 0, (7< 1, and < a) is
ww'

case. This can be seen by noticing that in this
h respect to w is always less than 1. Hence, no
exists.

4. In his paper complementarity is defined by the marginal product
the use of the other input. This is always true if there are only
inputs and constant returns to scale.

5. The point that inter
has been made by Krishn
restrictions and tariff
is based on her work.

action effects can change equilibrium in
a (1934) in her analysis of voluntary export
—quota non equivalence under oligopoly. Our

surprising ways

analysis

6. We assume throughout that the penalty for
compliance is ensured. Therefore, the actual

non—compliance is so great
penalty is irrelevant.

that

7. Notice that
terms of using

the preceding would be true even if the constraint
at least a to produce a unit of output.

was set in

B. It is also easy to verify that n(w,w*) < n(w,w*) if w<4*, but that the
reverse is not necessarily so when w>(.*.

10. B and * are downward
positively sloped if D is

sloping as long as El is
convex enough as in the

3Q

not too convex. They are
constant elasticity case.

2. The demands for intermediate goods can
goods, although the inputs are themselves

be like those for complementary final
substitutable in production. This

good
subst

it

of th

good
el ast

ion,

compl

S is a
itution
also lo
e final
and low
icities

a-, are
emen t 5

derived demand.

away from it,
wers the demand
good rises. I

ers its demand,
of demand for

important in de
or substitutes.
0. See Hicksif a- — e > 0 and complements if a- —

While an
and hence an
for the

his increase
which

the final

termini ng

They are
(l9oB) for a

the case
TT and
ww*

rising
two

with

9. The proof consists of showing that 11* is
functions and therefore concave. These func
is n* for w* below W/w and the tangent plane
.J/w.

the minimum of two concave
tions are n* and a function
to r* at ..J/w for w* above

which



12. See Dasgupta and Maskin (1982).

13. Noti
firms.

sloping
firm to

ce that the
Irrespective of
in the absence
raise price in

cd d (cx, (4) bIf Ll>J
If (4< (4,

1 be a(W)
to wa(W,cx)

= 1,

the constraint
and a*U$).
+ w*a*(W,cx)

16. This is not possible in the CES—CED example mentioned earlier, as 1>C>e was
not consistent with a bounded profit function.

17. This uses the facts that a = TrIr,* and 0 = n*0*. Also, for the
a —aCES case — = w 0 1—a

Letting C = (A) and solving

for 0, 0*, q, i)* in terms of a and C , using the previous equalities,

gives r = aI(l+C), n* = ciC/(1+C), 0= C/(l+C) and 0* = lI(l+C).
Adapting these results when Y F(C(Z,Z*) L) gives the next equation

lci
in the text as follows. Define 4' analogously to C as 4' (q/c)

where c c(w,w*), the unit cost of making the composite input, and q

is the price of labor. If is the elasticity of substitution between

the composite input and labor, then = I(l-4),
flf

I(l4),

(1968), Singh and Vives (1984), and Eaton and Grossman
on a point going back to Edgeworth and Bertrand.

We use the former case to illustrate the model.
on this pictoral representation and we say more

11. It would be incorrect to
exceeds n(B(w*) ,w*) , but to
both B and B if the two prof
possibility that n(B(w*),w*)
In this event, B(w*} = B(w')
zero along w = w.

The results are
about this later

not
on.

dependent

A
define B(w*) to be
be B(w*) if the reve

it levels_aLe equal.
exceeds rUB (w*),w*
For this to occur

B(w*)
rse is

This
but

both

whenever
true, a
is due
B (w*)

nil,w w

n(B(wt) ,w*)
nd to be
to the —
exceeds tan.

must exceed

restriction has changed the nature of interactions between
whether best response functions are upward or downward
of the restriction, it becomes optimal for the foreign
response to price increases.

14. Formally, a*(c41u) will be defined by F;a*(W,
and a(w,cx) = d(w,cx)a*(w,cd where d(L) = =

these are the cost minimizing input coefficients.
is not binding, so the cost minimizing inputs wil
However, we will define c(w,w',cd as being equal

15. Another way of seeing how z (w,w*,cd and z (w,fl) differ
that the only difference between them lie in he differing

in w for a fixed w If C>1, an in
a(w) so that z is less elastia(t4, cx) by le

Also, as the
less elastic
an increase i
constraint bi
part of the f
fall by more
constraint bi

poducer. As
z is more
change its

and a(w, cx) to changes
ss than it lowers
constraint binds

for input price i
_________ n w. Similar'y,

nds for low w

oreign producer.
than a(W) and z i
nds
the cons

elastic

price.

cr

h w's the input
s so that profit
lso less elastic

for hig

nr ease
z is a
there
If C

s more

is to notice
response of afta)
ease in w lowers
c than z.
function is made

1ation requires
but as the

d e sand

maxim i
than z

for low w, lowering

trant binds
than z

is no incentive to change price on the
1, an increase in w makes a(W,cx)

elastic than z. However, as the
price is profitable for the gomestic

on the foreign firm for high w , and as

there is no reason for the foreign firm to

so that = 1—a

1%. See Sonnenschein
for some recent work

and 0 = 11(1-4). These relations are used later on as well.

(1984)
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